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From searing ballads to sophisticated power pop, FrodoCPU delivers infectious melodies and 'in the

pocket' grooves in a fresh and original style. 10 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, ROCK: Psychedelic

Details: FrodoCPU is a band born from the studio and is the result of several years of collaboration

between Norwegians Frode Holm (artist) and Atle Bakken (producer), both currently residing in California.

With Frode as the singer and main songwriter, the project has taken on a life and identity of its own,

producing unique and timeless songs, culminating in the recent self-titled CD release. READ WHAT

PEOPLE ARE SAYING: The Global Muse Album Review "FrodoCPU blends the beauty of great

songwriting and musical expertise to create an album of superior adult contemporary style pop. The

songs are about love and life, passions and romance. The music is very artistic and contains a classic

style that has long been missing in today's pop realm. From the days when synthesizers ruled the

airwaves and music with feeling was the king of the charts, this music brings a new light to the future of

pop. With a Steely Dan kind of funky groove, this music moves the listener in ways that modern pop could

never. Songs like 'Long Distance Friend' and 'Waiting For You' simply sum up the musical experience of

this great style. I really enjoyed this music and found it to be the missing link in today's sound. The music

fans who will be attracted to this music are the ones who appreciate the classical pop sound and want a

little more romance and passion in their music of choice. All in all, this is one great album and something

that a lot of people could enjoy if given the chance." Michael Allison - THEGLOBALMUSE.COM "What a

wonderful CD! Well produced and performed, FrodoCPU draws from soul, funk, pop and jazz to create a

warm and moving collection of songs. Dedicated To My Love, which can be compared to artists like Al

Jarreau, George Benson, Toto, and Branford Marsalas, will just move you body and soul. The

background vocals in the bridge are just gorgeous, and the groove will have you swaying in time." 3
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Wishes Records "Best band on Garageband.com!!! This is an unsigned band? If I were an A&R rep I'd be

all over this. Dig that bass man. beautiful voice and lyrics that mean something to me. Very positive. This

is a band with a future." Robin1 - Boston, Massachusetts'
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